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 .  .A C -semigroup S t , t G 0, on a Banach space X weakly, strongly, uniformly0
 .approaches balanced or asynchronous exponential growth if there exists some
s g R such that
P s lim eys tS t .
tª`
 .exists in the weak, strong, uniform operator topology and P is not the 0 operator.
In this paper, the strong and uniform approach to balanced exponential growth is
characterized and applicable sufficient conditions are derived. The results will be
applied to models for age-size-structured population dynamics in a forthcoming
publication. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
 . A C -semigroup S t , t G 0, on a Banach space X weakly, strongly,0
.  .uniformly approaches balanced or asynchronous exponential growth if
there exists some s g R such that
P s lim eys tS t .
tª`
 .exists in the weak, strong, uniform operator topology and P is not the 0
operator. Somewhat shorter we call such a semigroup weakly, strongly,
.uniformly exponentially balancing. If S strongly approaches balanced expo-
nential growth and x g X, Px / 0, then
1 1
S t x ª Px , t ª `. .
5 5 5 5S t x Px .
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In applications to population dynamics, S describes the unconstrained
development of a population, the structure of which induced by age,
.spatial distribution, body size, etc. is contained in the Banach space X.
Approach to balanced exponential growth of S means that the population
size eventually grows in an exponential fashion and that the normalized
structural distribution of the population converges to a final distribution.
For this reason we call P the final distribution operator. The parameter s is
 w x.called the intrinsic rate of natural increase e.g., Metz and Diekmann 32 ,
 w x.or the intrinsic growth constant Webb 44 , or, in honor of Thomas
w x  w xMalthus 30 , the Malthusian parameter of S Jagers 23, Chap. 1 and
w x.Iannelli 22 . For the biological importance of balanced exponential
w x w x w xgrowth, see for example, Bell 4 , Painter and Marr 34 , and Jagers 24 .
If S is uniformly exponentially balancing with a final distribution opera-
tor P of finite rank, then S is said to have asynchronous exponential growth
w xaccording to Webb 44 who presents necessary and sufficient conditions as
well as examples and references for this strongest approach to balanced
exponential growth.
Applicable general conditions for asynchronous exponential growth in-
volve quasi-compactness and, often, positivity or even irreducibility of the
semigroup which acts on an ordered Banach space or even a Banach
. w x wlattice ; see Greiner and Nagel 14 and Heijmans and de Pagter 20,
xTheorem 9.11 . The theory of strongly or weakly exponentially balancing
semigroups seems to be less developed. The analogous topic has been
widely investigated in the framework of general branching processes,
 w x .however see Jagers 25 for a recent account .
If a semigroup S is strongly or weakly exponentially balancing with
Malthusian parameter s and final distribution operator P, then P is a
projection and
eys tS t I y P ª 0, t ª `, .  .
 . ys t  .strongly or weakly. In other words, the C -semigroup S t s e S t0 2
 .restricted to the invariant subspace X s I y P X is strongly or weakly2
asymptotically stable. Sufficient conditions for strong or weak asymptotic
 .stability of C -semigroups that come close to being necessary have been0
w x w x w xgiven by Arendt and Batty 1 , Lyubich and Vu 29 , Batty and Vu 3 , andÄ Ä
 . w xin a more general framework Arendt and Pruss 2 ; we will use theseÈ
 w x.results frequently see also van Neerven 42, Chap. 5 . An example of a
strong but not uniform approach to balanced exponential growth can be
w xfound in Diekmann et al. 8 , where the reduction to a scalar integral
w xequation and the application of Feller's 9 renewal theorem is possible.
If a C -semigroup is weakly exponentially balancing with Malthusian0
 .parameter s, then necessarily s s s A , where A is the infinitesimal
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 .generator of S and s A the spectral bound of A. Actually, s is necessarily
an eigenvalue of both A and A* and dominates the spectrum of A and
strictly dominates the point and residual spectrum of A: s G R l for all
spectral values l of A and s ) R l for all other eigenvalues l of A or
A*. If S uniformly approaches balanced exponential growth, then s neces-
sarily is a strongly dominating spectral value, i.e., there exists some e ) 0
such that s y e G R l for all other spectral values l of A. So a typical
situation where one would expect a strong, but not uniform approach to
 .balanced exponential growth is given when the spectral bound s A is an
eigenvalue of A and dominates the rest of the spectrum strictly, but not
strongly. Notice that our terminology is different from the one in Greiner
w x w x10 , but follows the one in Gyllenberg 16 , who presents one of the first
examples of this situation. For another example and more remarks, see
w xDiekmann et al. 8 .
Another necessary condition for a semigroup S to weakly approach
balanced exponential growth is minimal exponential boundedness, i.e., the
ys  A. t  .boundedness of the semigroup e S t . Actually, finding sufficient
conditions for minimal exponential boundedness becomes a major issue
because all the results for asymptotic stability of C -semigroups we want to0
 .use make the obviously necessary assumption that the semigroup is
ys  A. t  .bounded. Most of the usual conditions that guarantee that e S t is
  .bounded like S being positive and quasi-compact and s A being a
.  .first-order pole of the resolvent of A typically imply that s A is a
strongly dominating spectral value of A and so lead to a uniform approach
to balanced exponential growth and do not cover the cases that the
approach is weak or strong, but not uniform. Another well-known condi-
 .tion}S is a positive C -semigroup on a Banach lattice and s A is an0
eigenvalue associated with an eigenvector of A that is an interior point of
the positive cone}is quite restrictive.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we explain the concept of balanced exponential growth in
more detail. We give necessary conditions for weak approach and suffi-
cient conditions for strong approach to balanced exponential growth which
almost match. Weak approach implies strong approach whenever the
peripheral continuous spectrum of the generator A is countable. The
latter assumption is necessary in some, but not all situations. We derive a
characterization of uniform approach to balanced exponential growth
w xsimilar to Webb's 44 characterization of asynchronous exponential growth
where the final distribution operator has finite rank in addition. Leaving
out this additional feature requires the concept of an essentially norm-con-
tinuous semigroup rather than that of an essentially compact semigroup.
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In Section 3 we present more results on approach to balanced exponen-
tial growth with the emphasis on applicability rather than generality.
Positive perturbations of positive semigroups that operate on closed
w xsubspaces of abstract L spaces have been considered in Thieme 38 and
results concerning their asynchronous exponential growth are presented in
w x  w x.Thieme 39 . In forthcoming work Thieme 40 conditions are derived for
strong and uniform approach to balanced exponential growth in that
framework, and applications to age-size-structured population dynamics
are presented.
2. BALANCED EXPONENTIAL GROWTH: CONCEPTS
AND CHARACTERIZATIONS
w x In the tradition of Hille and Phillips 21, Definition 8.3.5 , a one-param-
.eter semigroup on a vector space X is a family of linear transformations
 .S t , t ) 0, satisfying
S t q r s S t S r , ; t , r ) 0. 2.1 .  .  .  .
All semigroups S we are going to consider here operate on a Banach space
X and will satisfy the extra condition
5 5lim sup S t x - `, ; x g X . 2.2 .  .
to0
We call these semigroups B -semigroups. It follows from the uniform0
 .boundedness principle and from 2.1 that any B -semigroup is exponen-0
tially bounded, i.e., there exist M G 1, v g R such that
5 5 v tS t F Me , ; t ) 0. .
A semigroup S is called a C -semigroup if0
5 5S t x y x ª 0, t o 0, x g X . 2.3 .  .
 . w .It is then convenient to extend S t to 0, ` by
S 0 x s x , x g X . 2.4 .  .
 .  .Formula 2.1 then holds for all t, r G 0 and S t is strongly continuous in
t G 0. For C -semigroups the infinitesimal generator A is defined by0
1
Ax s lim S t x y x , 2.5 .  . .
tto0
 .with D A consisting of all elements x g X for which this limit exists.
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Any C -semigroup is a B -semigroup and so exponentially bounded. If S0 0
is a B -semigroup on a Banach space X, one introduces the space0
5 5X s x g X ; S t x y x ª 0, t o 0 . 2.6 4 .  .8
 .X is a closed subspace of X that is invariant under S t for all t G 0. The8
restriction of S to X , S , is a C -semigroup on X .8 8 0 8
If S is a C -semigroup on X, we can consider the dual semigroup0
 .   ..S* t s S t * on the dual Banach space X*. The uniform boundedness
 .principle implies that S* is a B -semigroup. The space X* defined by0 8
( .2.6 for S* rather than S coincides with D A* and the symbol X is .
used:
(X s D A* s X* . .  . 8
The restriction of the dual semigroup S* to X ( is denoted by S ( and the
infinitesimal generator of the C -semigroup S (, A(, is the part of A* in0
X (. One can continue this procedure and consider X (* and its closed
(( ( (( ((subspace X s D A * and the C -semigroup S on X generated . 0
( (( (( w xby the part of A * in X , A . See van Neerven 41 for details and
references.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S be a C -semigroup on a Banach space X with0
 .infinitesimal generator A. Then S is called weakly, strongly, uniformly
balancing if
P s lim S t .
tª`
 .exists in the weak, strong, uniform operator topology and P is not the 0
operator. P is called the final distribution operator.
 .S is called weakly, strongly, uniformly exponentially balancing}
 .or is said to weakly, strongly, uniformly approach balanced exponential
ys t  . growth}if there exists some s g R such that e S t is weakly, strongly,
.uniformly balancing. s is called the Malthusian parameter of S.
We will soon see that the study of balanced exponential growth of S can
be reduced to discussing the conditions for S to be balancing.
We relax the concept of weakly balanced exponential growth as follows.
DEFINITION 2.2. A C -semigroup S is called ( balancing pronounce0
.``sun balancing'' if for any x g X there exists an element Px g X such
that
 (: ( ( ( :Px , x s lim S t x , x , ; x g X , .
tª`
and if Px is not 0 for at least one x g X.
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ys t  .We say that S is exponentially ( balancing if e S t is ( balancing.
Since X ( separates points in X, Px is uniquely determined and a linear
operator P is defined this way which is again called the final distribution
operator.
Apparently (-balanced exponential growth is the weakest concept. We
collect some conditions that must necessarily be satisfied for (-balanced
exponential growth to hold. We recall that the spectrum of a densely
defined closed operator A is the union of point, residual, and continuous
spectra,
s A s s A j s A j s A . 2.7 .  .  .  .  .p r c
There seems to be overall agreement in the literature that the point
spectrum consists of the eigenvalues of A, i.e., of those l for which the
 .  .null space or kernel of l y A , N l y A , is not just the 0 space. The
other parts of the spectrum are defined differently in the literature. We
w x w xfollow the approach of Hille and Phillips 21 and Pazy 35 , e.g., which
 .  .makes the union in 2.7 disjoint, and let the residual spectrum s Ar
 .  4consist of those complex numbers l for which N l y A s 0 , but
 .  .l y A D A is not dense in X. This way we obtain
s A : s A* : s A j s A . 2.8 .  .  .  .  .r p r p
 .We let the continuous spectrum s A consist of those l for whichc
 .  4N l y A s 0 and
l y A D A / l y A D A s X . .  .  .  .
Both the point and the continuous spectra are contained in the approxi-
 .mate point spectrum s A , which consists of those complex numbers la
 .  .for which there exists a sequence x g D A such thatn
5 5x s 1, l y A x ª 0, n ª `. 2.9 .  .n n
 .As usual, s A denotes the spectral bound of A,
s A s sup Rs A s sup R l; l g s A . 2.10 4 .  .  .  .
 .If s A g R, we call
s a A s s A l s A q iR 2.11 .  .  .  . .
the boundary, or peripheral, or principal spectrum of A. In other words, the
principal spectrum consists of the spectral values with maximum real part.
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Analogously, we define the principal point, residual, and continuous spectra
a . a . a .of A, which are denoted by s A , s A , and s A , respectively. Wep r c
have
s a A : ­s A : s A 2.12 .  .  .  .a
 w x.Greiner and Nagel 13, Prop. 2.2 . If A is the infinitesimal generator of a
w xC -semigroup, then Lemma 2.3 in Arendt and Batty 1 , with our partition0
of the spectrum which is different from theirs, reads
s a A j s a A s s a A* . 2.13 .  .  .  .p r p
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S be a C -semigroup on a Banach space X that is0
exponentially ( balancing with Malthusian parameter s and final distribution
operator P. Then
5 5 stS t F Me , t G 0, .
 .with some constant M ) 0 and s s s A . Further
a a a  4s A j s A s s A* s s , .  .  .p r p
and s is an eigen¨alue of A. Moreo¨er, P is a bounded projection from X onto
 .N A y s . Finally,
y1
l y s l y A ª P , l o s, .  .
in the strong operator topology.
Proof. Without restricting the generality, we can assume that s s 0.
The boundedness of S follows from the uniform boundedness principle
and the fact that X ( is a norming subspace of X* for X, i.e., the norm
5 5? 9 defined by
5 5 < (: < ( ( 5 (5 4x 9 s sup x , x ; x g X , x F 1 2.14 .
w xis equivalent to the original norm on X. See Clement 5, Sect. 3.3 . ThisÂ
same fact implies that the linear operator P is bounded. Obviously, neither
A nor A* are allowed to have purely imaginary eigenvalues. Now
 (:  (:  (:  (:PS r x , x s lim S t S r x , x s lim S t q r x , x s Px , x . .  .  .  .
tª` tª`
(  .Since X separates points in X, we have PS r s P. Further
 (:  ( (:  ( (:S r Px , x s Px , S r x s lim S t x , S r x .  .  .  .
tª`
 (:  (:s lim S t q r x , x s Px , x . .
tª`
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(  . 2Since X separates points in X, S r P s P. This implies P s P. Since P
 .is not the 0 operator, 0 is an eigenvalue of A and P maps into N A . On
 .  .the other hand, if x g N A , S r x s x for all r G 0 and so Px s x.
Taking Laplace transforms, we find
y1 y1
l l y A P s P s Pl l y A , ;l ) 0. .  .
Further
y1( ( :  :Px , x s lim l l y A x , x . .
lo0
Hence, for any x* g X*,
y1 y1 :  :  :Px , x* s m m y A Px , x* s Px , m m y A *x* .  .
y1 y1 :s lim l l y A x , m m y A *x* .  .
lo0
y1 y1 :s lim lm m y A l y A x , x* . .  .
lo0
By the resolvent identity,
lm y1 y1 :Px , x* s lim l y A y m y A x , x* .  . . ;m y llo0
y1 :s lim l l y A x , x* . .
lo0
Convergence in the strong rather than in the weak operator topology
w xfollows from Hille and Phillips 21, Theorem 18.7.3 .
The next result in particular implies that an exponentially ( balancing
C -semigroup is strongly exponentially balancing provided that the princi-0
pal spectrum is countable.
THEOREM 2.4. Let S be a C -semigroup on the Banach space X with0
infinitesimal generator A. Then the following set of conditions is necessary for
S to be exponentially ( balancing. This set of conditions is sufficient for S to
be strongly exponential balancing if , in addition, the principal spectrum
a .s A of A is countable:
 . ys  A. t  .1 e S t is a bounded semigroup.
 . a .   .42 s A* s s A .p
 .3 For any x g X, the sets
y1
l y s A l y A x ; s A - l - s A q 1 .  .  .  . . 4
are sequentially weakly compact in X.
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 .   .. Condition 3 can equivalently be expressed as R A y s A q N A y
 ..   ..   ..s A being dense in X or as N A y s A separating N A* y s A
 w x.Hille and Phillips 21, Theorem 18.7.3 . It is, in particular, satisfied if
 .y1  .m y A is weakly compact for some m g r A which, in turn, is
 w x.equivalent to X being sun-reflexive de Pagter 7 .
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.3 that these conditions are neces-
sary for approach to (-balanced exponential growth. Without restricting
 .  .  .the generality we assume that s A s 0 and show that conditions 1 ] 3
a .are sufficient for S to be strongly balancing provided that s A is
 .countable. By condition 3 , the limit
y1P s lim l l y A .
lo0
 w x.exists strongly Hille and Phillips 21, Theorem 18.7.3 and defines a
 .projection P onto N A ,
S t P s P s PS t , t G 0. .  .
 .We have X s X [ X with X s PX, X s I y P X, and both X and1 2 1 2 1
X are invariant under S. Let S , S be the restrictions of S to X , X2 1 2 1 2
respectively and A , A their respective infinitesimal generators. Then1 2
 .  U .  .  4 a U .S t s I on X and s A s s A* _ 0 ; hence s A s B. Hence1 1 p 2 p p 2
 .  w xS t ª 0 strongly on X as t ª ` Arendt and Batty 1 or Ljubich and2 2
w x w x.  .  .Vu 29 ; see also van Neerven 42, Sect. 5.1 . Thus S t x s S t Px qÄ 1
 . .S t I y P x ª Px as t ª `, x g X.2
At the end of this section we shall see that it is not possible in general to
drop the assumption that the principal spectrum is countable. But we shall
also see that this assumption is not necessary either. A complete, but
perhaps less applicable characterization of the approach to balanced
exponential growth follows from the Jacobs]Deleeuw]Glicksberg splitting
 w x.theorems Krengel 28, Sect. 2.1, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 .
THEOREM 2.5. Let S be a C -semigroup on the Banach space X, A its0
 .infinitesimal generator, and s s s A the spectral bound of A. Then S is
strongly exponentially balancing if and only if the following conditions hold:
 . ys t  .1 The semigroup e S t is strongly almost periodic, i.e., all orbits
 ys t  . 4e S t x; t G 0 , x g X, are precompact.
 . a .  42 s A s s .p
w xProof. We base our proof on a result by Jamison 26 . Without restrict-
 .  .ing the generality we assume that s A s 0. Apparently conditions 1 and
 .2 are necessary for S to be balancing. In order to see that they are
 .sufficient, let r ) 0 be fixed, but arbitrary, and consider K s S r . Then K
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< <has no eigenvalue m with m s 1 and m / 1. Further, for any x g X, the
 n 4orbit K x; n g N is precompact. Then
x s lim K n x s lim S nr x .r
nª` nª`
 w x.exists in norm Jamison 26, Theorem 3.2 . But x is contained in ther
  . 4compact closure of the orbit S t x; t G 0 . Hence there exists a sequence
r o 0 and some x g X such that x ª x as n ª `. Since S is an 0 r 0n
 .  .C -semigroup, it follows that S t x ª x as t ª `. By condition 2 ,0 0
 .P s lim S t is not the 0 operator.t ª`
Finally we turn to a characterization of C -semigroups that uniformly0
approach balanced exponential growth. As we will see in the next section,
the following class contains both essentially compact semigroups and
eventually norm-continuous semigroups.
DEFINITIONS 2.6. A C -semigroup S is called essentially norm-continu-0
ous if
S t s U t q U t .  .  .1 2
with two operator families U , U such that U is operator-norm right-1 2 2
 .continuous and there exists some g - v S such that
yg t 5 5e U t is bounded. .1
We could make Definition 2.6 look more general by only requiring that
U is eventually norm right-continuous, i.e., norm right-continuous in2
t G t with some t G 0. But we can always achieve the above situation by0 0
redefining U , U . An essentially norm-continuous semigroup is norm-1 2
 w x.continuous at infinity Martinez and Mazon 31 .
THEOREM 2.7. Let S be a C -semigroup with infinitesimal generator A.0
Then S is uniformly exponentially balancing if and only if the following set of
conditions holds:
 .1 S is essentially norm-continuous.
 . a .   .42 s A s s A .
 .  .3 s A is a first-order pole of the resol¨ ent of A.
 .If S is a positive C -semigroup in a Banach lattice, condition 2 is0
 .redundant see Theorem 3.4 .
 .We will see that s A is a strongly dominating spectral value, i.e., the
 .rest of the spectrum is bounded away from the line s A q iR.
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 .Proof. Without restricting the generality we can assume that s A s 0.
Let us first assume that S is uniformly balancing. By Proposition 2.3, S is
 .  .bounded and s A s 0 s v S . We have
S t ª P , t ª `, .
 .  .in operator norm. It follows that S r P s P s PS r for all r G 0 and that
 .  . .  .U t [ S t I y P ª 0 as t ª ` in operator norm. Moreover, U t ,1 1
  . .t G 0, is a semigroup satisfying U 0 s I y P . Hence there exists some1
e ) 0 such that
e t 5 5e U t ª 0, t ª `, .1
 .  .  .  .Further, U t s S t y U t s S t P s P is norm-continuous. This im-2 1
plies that S is essentially norm-continuous. Further
y1
l l y A ª P , l ª 0, .
in operator norm. Since P is not the 0 operator, 0 is a first-order pole of
 w x.the resolvent of A Hille and Phillips 21, Theorem 18.8.1 . Since P maps
 .  . .X onto N A and S t I y P ª 0 as t ª `, we see that 0 is a strongly
 .  4dominating eigenvalue, i.e., s A _ 0 is bounded away from the imagi-
nary axis. In particular, 0 is the only purely imaginary spectral value.
 .  .  .Let us now assume that conditions 1 ] 3 are satisfied with s A s 0.
 .  .Then S is norm-continuous at infinity and v S s s A s 0 by Corollary
w x1.4 in Martinez and Mazon 31 . Hence the number g in Definition 2.6 can
w xbe chosen strictly negative. By Theorem 1.9 in Martinez and Mazon 31 ,
there exists some e ) 0 such that the set
l g s A ; R l ) ye 4 .
 .  .is bounded. Conditions 2 and 3 now imply that there exists some e ) 0
such that
 4R l - ye , l g s A _ 0 . .
Since 0 is a first-order pole,
y1P s lim l l y A .
lª0
 .  .exists in operator norm and maps X onto N A . Moreover, S t P s P s
 .  .PS t and the closed subspaces X s PX, X s I y P X are invariant1 2
under S. Let S , S be the C -semigroups on X , X obtained by restrict-1 2 0 1 2
ing S to these invariant subspaces. The infinitesimal generators A , A of1 2
 .  .  4S , S are the parts of A in X , X , respectively. Then s A s s A _ 01 2 1 2 2
 w x.Kato 27, III, Sect. 6.4, Theorem 6.17 . Since 0 strongly dominates the
 .  .  .rest of s A , s A - 0. Suppose that the type of S satisfies v S G 0.2 2 2
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As we remarked before, the number g in Definition 2.6 can be chosen
strictly negative. Hence S is essentially norm-continuous and thus also2
 .norm-continuous at infinity. Further spr S t G 1 for all t G 0. By Theo-2
w x  .rem 1.2 in Martinez and Mazon 31 , s A G 0, a contradiction. Hence2
5  .5  .  .  . .  .S t ª 0 as t ª `. Thus S t s S t P q S t I y P s P q S t I y2 2 2
.P ª P in operator norm as t ª `.
We conclude this section by illustrating the various approaches to
balanced exponential growth in the context of multiplication semigroups.
We start with sequence spaces.
 .Let l be a sequence of complex numbers. Consider the vector spacem
E s RN and define a semigroup on E by
S t x m s elm t x m , x g RN , m g N. 2.15 .  .  .  . .
N On R we have the product topology topology of coordinate-wise conver-
.gence and S is a continuous semigroup with respect to it. We can define
what it means that S is balancing with respect to the product topology,
namely that
lim S t x m .  . .
tª`
exists for every x g RN, m g N. Apparently this limit, if it exists, defines a
N  .  .projection P on R such that S t P s P s PS t . As before, we require P
not to be the 0 projection. We then say S is coordinate-wise balancing and
we call P the final distribution operator. It is easy to prove the following
result:
 . NEXAMPLE 2.8. The multiplication semigroup 2.15 on R is coordi-
nate-wise balancing if and only if the following conditions hold:
v R l F 0 for all m g N.m
v No l is purely imaginary.m
v l s 0 for some n g N.m
If S is coordinate-wise balancing, the final distribution operator is given
by
0, R l - 0,m
Px m s .  .  x m , l s 0. . m
We now consider the multiplication semigroup S on the various Banach
sequence spaces. We keep the topology of coordinate-wise convergence by
restricting the product topology to the respective Banach sequence space
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X. Apparently S is coordinate-wise balancing if S is ( balancing. More-
over, Example 2.8 remains valid. The associated infinitesimal generator is
given by
Ax m s l x m , .  .  .m
 .with D A consisting of those x g X for which Ax is in X again.
Apparently the l are the eigenvalues of A.m
 .EXAMPLE 2.9. Let S be a multiplication semigroup on X s c or0
X s l , 1 F p - `.p
 .a S is strongly balancing if and only if it is ( balancing if and only
if it is coordinate-wise balancing.
 .b S is uniformly balancing if and only if the following two condi-
tions hold:
v  4sup R l ; m g N, l / 0 - 0.m m
v l s 0 for some m g N.m
 .Remark 2.10. a This example shows that there are C -semigroups0
that are strongly balancing, but not uniformly balancing.
 .b In view of Theorem 2.4, we learn that the countability of the
principal spectrum is not necessary for a semigroup to be strongly balanc-
ing. Actually, we can construct a strongly balancing semigroup where the
principal spectrum of the generator contains the whole imaginary axis. Let
f : N ª Q be a mapping from the natural number onto the rational
numbers. Set
1
k j, k s y q if k . .  .
j
Let c be a mapping from the N onto N = N and set
k c m y 1 , m G 2, . .
l sm  0, m s 1.
 .Then l satisfies the assumptions of Example 2.9 a andm
 4s A s l ; m g N = iR. . m
Similarly, we can construct a semigroup that is asymptotically stable, but
where the spectrum of its generator contains the whole imaginary axis.
 .  .It is also instructional to look at multiplication semigroups on c s c N ,
the space of convergent sequences with the supremum norm. We recall
 .  .that the dual space of c can be identified with l N where1 0
`
U U :x , x* s x lim x q x x , x g c , x* g l N . .  .0 m m m 1 0
mª` ms1
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 .  .For a multiplication semigroup to map c into c , it is necessary and
sufficient that
l s lim l0 m
mª`
exists. Hence
 4s A s l ; m g N . . m 0
In particular, the spectrum of A is countable and so S is strongly
 .balancing if and only if S is ( balancing. The dual semigroup on l N is1 0
given by
S* t x* m s elm t x* m , m g N . .  .  . . 0
Obviously, the dual semigroup S* is a C -semigroup if R l F 0 for all0 m
m g N.
 .EXAMPLE 2.11. Let S be a multiplication semigroup on c . Then the
following statements are equivalent:
 .i S is ( balancing.
 .ii S is strongly balancing.
 .iii S is uniformly balancing.
 .iv S is coordinate-wise balancing and lim R l s R l - 0 ormª` m 0
l s 0 for almost all m.m
 .Remark 2.12. Let S on c be coordinate-wise balancing and l s0
lim l s 0, but l / 0 for infinitely many m. Then the semigroupmª` m m
 .  .S* on l N is strongly balancing, but S on c is not ( balancing.1 0
 .We have learned in Remark 2.10 b that the countability of the principal
spectrum of A is not necessary for a semigroup to be strongly balancing.
The last example, which is a modification of Example 2.5 in Arendt and
w xBatty 1 , shows that it is not possible to drop this assumption in general.
2 .EXAMPLE 2.13. Let X s L 0, 1 = R and
S t f , a s ei t?f , a , f g L2 0, 1 , a g R. .  .  . .
 .  .  4  .Then S is a bounded C -semigroup with s A s s A s 0 , s A s0 p r c
 4in ; 0 - n - 1 . Moreover,
y1
l l y A f , a ª 0, a , l ª 0, f , a g X . .  .  .  .
 .  . So conditions 1 ] 3 in Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, but S is not strongly or
.even ( balancing.
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3. MORE RESULTS ON BALANCED
EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
We start with uniform approach to balanced exponential growth. We
 w x.recall the definition of asynchronous exponential growth Webb 44 .
DEFINITION 3.1. A C -semigroup exhibits asynchronous exponential0
growth if it is uniformly exponentially balancing and the finite distribution
operator P has finite-dimensional range.
We recall that a uniformly exponential balancing semigroup necessarily
 .is essentially norm-continuous Theorem 2.7 . Essentially norm-continuous
semigroups provide a unifying framework for two classes of semigroups
that have been studied before: eventually norm-continuous semigroups
and essentially compact C -semigroups.0
 .We recall that a C -semigroup is eventually norm-continuous if S t ,0
t G r, is norm-continuous for some r G 0. S is essentially compact if the
essential type of S is strictly smaller than the type of S. Equivalently,
dist eyv S . tS t , K ª 0, t ª `, . .
 wwhere K denotes the ideal of compact operators on X Greiner 11, Prop.
x.2.8 .
PROPOSITION 3.2. E¨entually norm-continuous semigroups and essentially
compact semigroups are essentially norm-continuous.
 .Proof. Let S t , t G r, be norm-continuous for some r ) 0. Setting
S r , 0 F t F r , .
U t s .2  S t , t G r , .
 .  .  .  .and U t s S t y U t , we find that U t s 0 for t G r and U is1 2 1 2
norm-continuous.
Let S be essentially compact. The proof of Proposition 2.8 in Greiner
w x11 shows that we can actually find some e ) 0 such that
dist eeyv S .. tS t , K ª 0, t ª `. . .
 .  .Without restricting the generality we assume that v S s 0. Then s A s
 w x.0 Heijmans 17, Prop. 8.6 . Further we find compact linear operators K ,n
n g N, and a constant M G 1, such that
5 5 ye nS n y K F Me , n g N. . n
We set
I , 0 F t - 1,
U t s .2  S t y n K , n F t - n q 1, n g N, n G 1. . n
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 .Since the operators K are compact, U t is right-continuous in operatorn 2
norm. Moreover, we have that, for n F t - n q 1,
U t s S t y U t s S t y n S n y K . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 n
Hence
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ye nU t F S t y n S n y K F sup S r Me .  .  .  .1 n
0FrF1
5 5 e 1yt .F sup S r Me . .
0FrF1
Thus S is essentially norm-continuous.
The following result which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.7
can now be compared with the characterization of asynchronous exponen-
w xtial growth by Webb 44, Prop. 2.3 .
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a C -semigroup with infinitesimal generator A.0
Then S exhibits asynchronous exponential growth if and only if the following
set of conditions holds:
 .1 S is essentially norm-continuous.
 . a .   .42 s A s s A .
 .  .3 s A is a first-order pole of the resol¨ ent of A with finite multiplicity.
 .Remark. Essential norm-continuity in condition 1 can be replaced by
norm-continuity at infinity.
Proof. If S is norm-continuous at infinity, we can argue with Theorem
w x1.9 of Martinez and Mazon 31 as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 that there
 .exists some e ) 0 such that R l - s A y e for all spectral values l of A
 .  .except s A . Since s A is a pole of the resolvent with finite algebraic
 .multiplicity, this implies s A - 0. Hence S is essentially compact byess
w x  .  .  .Theorem 1.5 in Martinez and Mazon 31 . Thus v S - v S s s Aess
with the last equality following from Corollary 1.4 in Martinez and Mason
w x31 . Asynchronous exponential growth of S now follows from Proposition
w x2.3 in Webb 44 .
We turn to positive semigroups on Banach lattices.
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a Banach lattice and S a positi¨ e C -semigroup0
with generator A. Then S is uniformly exponentially balancing if and only if S
 .is essentially norm-continuous and s A is a first-order pole of the resol¨ ent
of A.
 .Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we need to show that s A is the only point in
 .  .the principal spectrum of A, if s A is a first-order pole. If s A is a
first-order pole, the resolvent of A is slowly growing and the principal
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 w x.spectrum is cyclic Greiner 12, Prop. 2.9 and Theorem 2.10 . This implies
 .that the principal spectrum either consists of s A or contains all points
 .s A q ikn , k g Z, for some n ) 0. On the other hand, the principal
spectrum is bounded because S is norm-continuous at infinity Martinez
w x.  .and Mazon 31, Theorem 1.9 . Hence s A is the only principal spectral
value.
We finally turn to balanced exponential growth for positive semigroups
on Banach lattices.
THEOREM 3.5. Let S be a positi¨ e C -semigroup on a Banach lattice X0
 .with infinitesimal generator A such that the spectral bound of A, s A , is a
pole of the resol¨ ent of S with finite geometric multiplicity. Then S, S (, and
((  .S are strongly exponentially balancing with Malthusian parameter s A and
final distribution operator of finite rank if and only if the following hold:
 . ys  A. t  .1 e S t is a bounded semigroup.
 .  .2 There exists no n ) 0 such that, for e¨ery k g Z, s A q ikn is a
first-order pole of the resol¨ ent of A with finite multiplicity.
 .Remark. If s A is a pole of the resolvent of A whose geometric
 .multiplicity is not necessarily finite, we can replace condition 2 by
 .29 There exists no n ) 0 such that
s A q ikn g s A , ;k g Z. .  .
We do not obtain the final distribution operator to be of finite rank,
 .though, and condition 29 does not seem to be a necessary condition.
Proof. The necessity of these conditions follows from Proposition 2.3.
 .In order to show that they are sufficient, we assume that s A s 0 and
show that S, S (, and S (( are strongly balancing. Since S is a bounded
semigroup, 0 is a first-order pole. Since geometric and algebraic multiplic-
ity of a first-order pole coincide, 0 has finite algebraic multiplicity. Then
a .  .  .s A is cyclic, i.e., if n ) 0 and in g s A , then ikn g s A for all
 w x wk g Z Greiner 12, Prop. 2.9 and Theorem 2.10 and Heijmans 17,
x.  .Theorem 8.14 . Moreover, s A q ikn is a pole of finite algebraic multi-
 w x.  .plicity Greiner 12, Theorem 3.14 . The order of s A q ikn does not
 w x.  .exceed the order of 0 Heijmans 17, Theorem 8.7 , and so s A q ikn is
a .  4a first-order pole. From condition 2 we conclude that s A s 0 . Since
0 is a first-order pole, the limit
y1P s lim l l y A .
lo0
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exists in the uniform operator topology and P is a projection onto the
 .  .  .finite-dimensional eigenspace N A along R A . We have X s N A [
 .R A with both subspaces being invariant under the resolvent of A and so
 .under S. If S is the restriction of S to R A and A its infinitesimal2 2
 .  .  4  wgenerator, then s A s s A _ 0 Kato 27, III, Sect. 6.4, Theorem2
x.  .  .6.17 . Hence s A l iR s B. This implies that S t ª 0 strongly as2 2
 w x w x.  .t ª ` Arendt and Batty 1 or Ljubich and Vu 29 . As S t x s x forÄ
 .  . (x g N A , we have S t x ª x as t ª `. The same arguments work for S
 (.  .once we remember that s A s s A 2 0 and
s A( s s A* : s A j s A . .  .  .  .p p r p
Hence
(  4s A l iR s s A l iR s 0 . .  .p p
 .  .  wNotice that s A l iR : s A* l iR Arendt and Batty 1, Lemmap p
( y1 y1x.  .  .2.3 . Further l y A is the restriction of l y A * to D A* . The .
same arguments work for S ((.
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